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TOP HOLIDAY
SAFETY CONCERNS

People are more likely to be fatigued during the holiday season due to extra tasks and
responsibilities—like last-minute shopping before or after their shift, decorating their
house, or going to school plays. As a result, fatigue can pose a big problem regardless
of whether or not employees are engaging in high-risk work. Injuries in the workplace
occur most often when they’re not expected and are more likely to happen when
employees are tired or run down. So, although fatigue is a complex issue that lacks a
single easy solution, it might be a good idea to consider longer breaks or alter work
schedules to help compensate for seasonal fatigue.

Taken by the holiday spirit, employees may choose (or be asked) to decorate the workplace. With ladders
being used more frequently around the holidays, it’s important to provide a refresher on ladder safety.
For example, people should ensure the ladder’s stability before use, keep three points of contact at all
times and never place a ladder on a surface other than the ground. It’s also worth mentioning that
decorating is much easier and safer to do if the task is not left to one person. That’s because they might
be more inclined to rush or ignore the need for three points of contact in order to carry bulky decorations
up the ladder.
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VPP Star Site

Parking lots can be dangerous places, especially
as inclement weather and the holiday frenzy
ramps up. The problem is often twofold—limited
visibility and distraction. To avoid causing a
parking lot accident or becoming a victim,
follow these safety tips:

The Star Program is designed for exemplary worksites
with comprehensive, successful safety and health
management systems. Companies in the Star Program
have achieved injury and illness rates at or below
the national average of their respective industries.
These sites are self-sufficient in their ability to
control workplace hazards. Star participants are
reevaluated every three to five years, although
incident rates are reviewed annually.

-Smoke detectors and batteries
-Quality fire extinguisher
-Flashlight and batteries or light sticks
-First-aid kit
-Vehicle safety kit including jumper cables,
flares, fix-a-flat, and reflectors
-Carbon monoxide detector
-Mobile phone
-Second floor escape ladder

-An "Emergency kit"- energy bars, water,
battery radio, flashlight/light sticks and
a first-aid kit packed in a small travel bag
-Kinetic flashlight (no batteries needed)
-Weather alert radio
-Talking smoke detector (great for small
children)
-Bicycle helmet
-GFCI extension cord

